
Capital Vault Incorporated

Background - some things in common that we can relate to...

Did you hear the news about the National Renaissance going on? 
You may be here either by destiny or design, but one thing is certain, there are a lot of 
important things going on that you need to be aware of.  Right here and now, I would like to 
share some of that with you. This concerns you, your everyday life, the ever present moment 
of right now and the future. This is about our national economy and destiny, it is about 
building the infrastructure and creating that alternate reality we can have by choice. This is 
about a dynamic advantage and opportunity in promoting industries, general and high tech 
manufacturing, design engineering, research and development, works of creative imagination 
and vision with a focused and unified sense of direction and co-operation and working to build 
great things together and much more. 

Take a deep breath...for a few minutes in fact...
This is one of the best things you can ever do. This works wonders for me. Stop for a minute 
or two, take a deep breath and enjoy the experience. Much of the time, we are either to 
intense or too laid back, but right now might be a good time to pay attention. Not like the guy 
with the bumper sticker that can’t afford to pay attention, but more like someone who values 
ideas, ideals and incredible potential that goes way beyond every day thinking with real 
relevant options that relates to you!

What does this idea of alternate reality include? 

Jobs, careers, business, investment, challenge, reward, adventure and expeditions, more 
creative and quality time, more fulfilling life experiences, a greater sense of accomplishment, 
family rated income that creates a surplus without over work, alternate science that is 
advanced, inventive and innovative, with a normal intellectual capital and non-financial 
investment component of your self-directed portfolio. 

This includes powerful and invincible entities and organizations as tools to manage, protect 
and deploy resources and assets, a lifestyle and mindstyle that is forward thinking based on 
true values, life respecting ethics, with an everyday experience in learning, growth, 
understanding, skill, useful knowledge, leadership through service and altruism, a free 
enterprise environment that promotes entrepreneurs, new ideas, products, technology and 
services, new systems of production, management, distribution and creating wealth, saving 
money, long term thinking and quality products with a passion and integrity in service, pride in 
ourselves and others as we work towards and achieve our goals, with the idea to be on the 
lookout as to how we can help others, not matter where or what the situation, in health and 
prosperity, in difficulties and problems, or success and super-achievement.

This outlook and attitude is to advance forward, prevail, confront, conquer, to be resilient, 
tenacious, resourceful, to continue to work, solve problems as they are temporary, to have 
transcendent goals and make continuous improvement an every day experience, to get up 
time after time when we slip and fall, make mistakes or experience setbacks. This is about 
character, personality and expressing the best of who you are. This goes way beyond the 
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physical, financial and technological, it is in the spiritual realm. The builders of the new world 
have spiritual values that are dedicated to growth, harmony and building a lasting civilization, 
one based on true values, principals, ideals and doing the right thing. This takes valour, 
courage, bravery, discipline, focus, patience and work, lots of it. 

This requires thinking, a degree of self-sufficiency and rugged individualism and team spirit, 
the capacity to work together as a group where everyone wins and nobody is left behind on 
the battlefield, a place where loyalty, confidence and trust runs deep, part of our physical and 
spiritual DNA. You might think this is a lot, in reality they are building blocks of quality, 
longevity and outstanding value, a certain invincible characteristic that is a fundamental part 
of who we are deep inside our heart, soul and innermost part of our being, thinking, doing, the 
way we feel with a most compelling and inspiring vision.

With this we can live alive and experience a dimension unlike anything else. With ideals and 
direction, we may reduce or eliminate those detrimental things we may experience from time 
to time. With an enhanced environment we can look forward to no status quo, no mediocrity, 
no compromise of integrity and fundamental ethics and personal responsibility, no 
procrastination or unachieved expectations, despair, overwhelming grief or depression and 
broken dreams, but a life of purpose, motivation with a sense of being on fire and passionate 
about life and experiencing all those good and ideal possibilities about everything our lives 
are meant to be. This includes positive, constructive, encouraging good news, an expanded 
and fortified sense of optimism, a new outlook in a more supportive and conducive 
environment, one that cheers you on as you dare to live your dreams.

Confidence and trust in a new direction...
In a simple moment friendships can be made, with an understanding and connection, we 
stand on solid ground, a common vision through the spyglass, seeing eye to eye, aha, shared 
perspective that can be life transforming. There is a time and place for everything and every 
great idea is a good one to keep in mind as our heart ventures on directed by a secret map to 
buried treasure has intriguing routes, interesting features and points out some obstacles and 
potential danger, with the promise of exciting experiences and reward.  The adventure that 
awaits to be discovered and explored here goes beyond the search for a treasure chest of 
gold coins, trinkets and jewels! It is much more in many ways. You can expect some amazing 
options, made right here in this part of the world, that can help change your life from 
everything it is, to everything you want it to be. As you step forward, spending and investing 
time exploring the awesome options is a good start, as you will learn something new, develop 
perspective, that offers good news, with the opportunity to make new friends. Revitalize your 
outlook, continue in a new direction, an alternate reality that is reserved in trust for you, all by 
design and destiny, as you amplify your trust and confidence in yourself to express the best of 
who you are!

Another point of view
We look towards a brighter future with enhanced vision, we can have another point of view. 
Our hope is in a greater purpose and mission and knowing that can help us remember and 
focus on what we need to do, what we are here for. Providence kicks in when we make up 
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our minds, we go with what is in our heart and new realities are created. We all have various 
faculties energized that generate peak performance capabilities and areas of expertise that 
we do best. We can call these gifts. Since these gifts are entrusted to us all, we each need to 
discover these gifts, make the best possible use of them, give our gift to the world, that is to 
those near or far, make a difference that is simple and to the point.  

Being smart, getting the contract, doing the work with independent or group efficiency, 
delivering everything and more as promised is a lot of fun. Number crunching math, fractions, 
geometry or mixing it up a little with other options, a prospectus or two is like prospecting for 
gold, see it and get it, dig up those nuggets, strike it rich. Quick and easy? No, probably not. 
Hard to get? Not really, but it takes work, but don’t worry, there is a lot more to it than just 
physical gold. In between a rock and a hard place of everyday living, is incredible opportunity 
for growth, wealth and progress.

We like challenge and reward, maybe you do too! Problems annoy us, but they are 
temporary, they might even be good for us, in ways we normally would never imagine. By the 
way, where is the dynamite?  We have a dynamite proposal, and we don’t blow things out of 
proportion do we? Not us. So right now you are on the road to discovery and greater 
independence and making new friends and a greater quality of life. We have options that are 
loaded with features, opportunity, challenge and reward, Also we have a view that is loaded 
with a real honest chance to make a difference with a perspective from a whole different 
vantage point, one that is totally loaded with strategic advantage unlike anything else! So, 
now you know a little more you really do have another point of view.

That’s not right and that’s not fair!
Did you ever have an overwhelming sense of injustice sometimes? I have, lot’s in fact, when 
something really annoys me. Do I care about being politically correct? No way! You can forget 
it! Don’t be a wimp, say what you mean and mean what you say, right? Civil? You bet, I am all 
for being civilized. Having over 95% of stuff in stores not made in Canada is economic and 
industrial genocide, what happens to our civilization, we won’t be civilized or civil for long. 
Simply, that’s not right and that’s not fair. Trade stupid poverty case economics for some new 
wheels, solid value, ideals and portfolio flash with an industrious work ethic and productivity 
that generates more than just a paycheque and money to burn. 

We can do a lot better, right? We believe and trust that it is a revitalized dimension of better. 
Imagine, the first time, or finally in a long time, you have a chance, a real opportunity to 
express the best of who you are and feel really good about yourself, your decisions and the 
direction you are going with your life and being able to be a part of something great, noble 
and altruistic, something and someone that you feel really passionate about. Imagine being 
unified, vibrant, alive and happy, now imagine an alternate reality, the true north strong and 
free, the future is today, your point of power is today, as you take action, you can feel really 
good and confident in those decisions and actions and can continue to build and experience 
this alternate reality, the every day reality that exists as you choose it, focus on it by being an 
integral part of this reality, a unified being, a source of leadership, dynamic renaissance, a 
star performer, a role model, esteemed, respected, appreciated and priceless, a 
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representative, an inspiration, friend, ally and warrior who is fearless, noble, courageous, 
invincible, you are everything that you were meant to be. You have escaped beyond the  
original program, no more limited believe system or malfunctioning dysfunctional operating 
system, but into an entirely revitalized reality of being, a reality of optimism, confidence, 
power and strength, that you created a reality full of hope, happiness, abundance and 
prosperity, one reality of enlightened equilibrium, genius, industry and enterprise, the element 
of surprise is in abundance and this place is unlike anything else. It is the alternate reality, 
custom made.

Did you ever wish you had a time machine?
HG Wells Time Machine is a classic. Whether it is from a previous time, renaissance or a far 
into the future re-incarnation, the elements are the same. We can suddenly find ourselves in 
the future looking back at the time when we noticed something, maybe even a lot of things. 
The future we find ourselves in may be like we envisioned, possibly more, or a total disaster, 
the wrong lever, any choice has consequence, as the idea of karma is something most people 
can relate to. Luckily, we are not the sum of our mistakes. Maybe time stands still, frozen, we 
see infinite details, almost like snow flake crystals or Christmas lights twinkling, super-
imposed 3D with the absolute brilliant crystal clear impression, that we not only knew we had 
to do something different, having powerful options at our command,  we make the choice to 
advance forward, trusting the universe will respond favourable to us for that step of faith into 
the unknown.

Stepping into the unknown, confidently and courageously in the direction of our dreams, 
knowing that  having a time machine and being able to use it can be really handy. Of course if 
you have a puddle jumper equipped with one of these, now that would be a lifestyle of the 
daring and adventurous. Now, what if you are that time machine, what kind of place on the 
timeline would you go? Knowing what you know about the future, since it already exists now, 
what will you do to change it? What will you do to make that an unescapable reality? What 
kind of world will exist, will those who advance to that place in time, find something unique, 
special, constructive and alive, a world full of hope and prosperity, a world of potential beyond 
measure?

Imagine now, the golden age, something much more than we have experienced in the past, 
since we already made decisions we have influenced the timeline, even as the mistakes and 
the errors of the past are acknowledged, we admit them, we already know that we are not the 
sum of our mistakes, we learn from them, grow and reach newer reality of awareness and 
understanding, we easily make better decisions based on greater knowledge, higher ideals 
and values, experiences in the journey of life. All those problems and effects generated are 
compensated for and rectified, no more energetic blocks, but an enhanced energy system, a 
multi-dimensional reality full of promise and newly discovered power that we exercise, this 
freedom of choice. The golden age, everything you want life to be! Now, are you beginning to 
finally and truly develop real open minded perspective, awareness and imagination?
24/7 Time Travel right now with us
We allocate resources in trust, waiting for the right time, eternity hangs in a balance, we 
wonder...we wonder what it would be like if we could do those things that we yearn for in our 
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heart, our wildest dreams. In the present moment, if we consider or step into the future, do we 
discover that our decisions have good results? Do we see how our insight, options, 
resolutions and pro-active decisions make a difference? Try it, step into our time machine, 
calibrate the timeline, there all kinds of choice points, anything can change in this timeline. 
With options, planning, strategy and quality decisions we avoid disasters, tragedy and 
disappointment and choose to create and experience something more up to speed. If right 
now, you focus carefully, intently and perceptively, one of the great secrets in life will be 
revealed. It is one of the most powerful secrets in the universe and especially on this planet...

Focus
That’s right, focus on what you like and what you can do! This is even more possible when 
working with other like minded people. Individually or in a group, a lot of energy and intention 
can be directed in positive, constructive and beneficial endeavours. Our focus is simple right, 
just try it. With us, you can find a lot of things in common. Elements are ideals, values, goals 
and even the most incredible secret mission, these are all here, waiting to be discovered! Just 
like the periodic table of elements, we have structure, levels,  elements vibrating with 
anticipation of the next octave,  a crescendo or orchestrated combinations of tantalizing 
possibilities that  can form new worlds in the most unpredictable manner, like hydrogen and 
oxygen, who would have guessed, the ultimate state of water with the most incredible 
characteristics unlike anything else on the planet! Now, you might have a liquid idea, that 
without it, civilization will cease to exist. You don’t need to go 48,000 years into the future, 
never mind 803 something thousand years either. In time you will realize that there are a 
whole lot more fluid potentials that may be directed and put to great use. We can start with 
the right landscape and build a solid foundation and a super-structure that personifies ideal 
civilization. We can easily choose to control the flow of wealth, build and use wealth 
generating power, productively, profitably and beneficially for everyone, by choice.

Just so you know...
As a member of Capital Vault Incorporated, you will find that a relaxed, confident and forward 
looking, take everything in stride outlook that is pro-active and focused.  Constructive 
suggestions, an optimistic outlook, strong resolution, our ability to face and conquer fears, 
problems or other challenges, being persistent, diligent or even stubborn are all good qualities 
to have and express. Ideas, solutions, capabilities, problem solving expertise is par for the 
course, working together makes that possible. A noble cause, doing the right thing, self 
sacrifice, looking out for our friends, making a real promise and delivering what we promise is 
part of our humanity, we express civilized behaviour as we can work independently or 
together to get the job done.  This takes time, effort, planning, resourcefulness and work, 
discipline, diligence, industry and more work...all quality characteristics to express.

Trust yourself
Within a heart full of dreams, if we are truly honest with ourselves possibly more times than 
we can remember, memories looking back in time almost like yesterday for me, secretly 
yearning for the future that is full of exhilarating pulse pounding reality and totally alive feeling. 
The heart knows (even if we don’t admit to stepping back in time to another life) that maybe 
we could do, be and experience those things. Why else would we have these dreams, vision, 
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ambition, the quest for something else? We know that today or any day, waking up to a brand 
new reality is completely possible. We might wonder if we could pull it off, one string after 
another, a sequence of events, success, victory, conquest! Luckily, even providentially, you 
can find out how we can make a difference in transforming amazing potential into the most 
incredible reality. With all the amazing options offered here, you will find others doing the 
same.  As a little imagination goes a long way, others are working towards that alternate 
reality, the kind of future that is transformed by trusting in yourself. Your vote of confidence is 
the only one that counts. You will discover that an advanced civilization and the ideal 
alternate reality is not built or achieved by an election and ballot box, but by choice, effort of 
heart and soul with principals, ideals, values, a spirit of co-operation and vision.

How you can make progress today
Stretch those boundaries, try something new, seek challenge, embrace growth, get revitalized 
and feel alive! Friends and long term relationships exist in potential and realities as we can 
build upon a strong foundation. Integrity and loyalty, dedication to a cause, people helping 
people, you might be surprised since any private member can also have access to the time 
machine, so that a refreshing new perspective, brainstorming, working together is an 
everyday choice we can make. Since we all have this 24/7 time so to speak, we can spend it 
any way we please. How is that for equality? We all have 24 hours a day.

Why today?
Trusting yourself to express the best of who you are and looking after those things that are 
important, are some of the most important steps you can take to empower and amplify your 
ability to make a difference and live the life you  have always dreamed. As a bonus, this 
includes all those great things we can build together. Is this incredibly challenging? Totally. 
Remember the future and a rewarding quality of life is for those who do more than just dream! 
Energy applies effort.

Successful, smarter, faster, richer, more powerful...
So yeah, with this time machine, right now is a chance to get it right, we can choose an 
alternate reality. Since the future is already here we only need to embrace the most promising 
and powerful possibilities today.  You can have something personal, private and professional. 
If today might be one of the more important days in your life, I really want to make it 
worthwhile since there is even more incredibly things I really want to tell you. If I ask you, “Do 
you have a minute?” It would not exactly do it justice, even if I talk a mile a minute, since 
kilometres just don’t cut it, maybe mach 3.5 will do...of course we can go back in time or 
forward to the alternate reality, a future we can have once again by choice.

Looky Looky - I know it’s a new word...
Have you noticed the trend of people determined to buy, build, save and invest in local, 
regional and national? It’s true. More people realize that this is important ant they are doing 
something about it. This might seem like a challenge at first, but you will find with focus and 
determination that you already have this ability. Custom, special order and high quality 
products and services are available. Understanding how economic systems work is not 
difficult, business is not all profit and there is certainly a lot of work involved. We each have 
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responsibilities and opportunities that we may all contribute to, making a vital difference in an 
enterprise of nation building, wealth generation and enhanced quality of life. Looking at the 
bigger picture and our role, our piece of the action is essential. A person missing in action is 
like the piece of the puzzle that is missing.  It’s important that we find the ‘best fit’ to match our 
abilities, talents, interests and even experiences that can be capitalized on to produce a lot of 
good results.  This type of thinking and doing, basic values and ideals can be implemented in 
any country in the world, any place, self-sufficiency, at least to some degree many things are 
possible, national economic security is national security.

Reality offers challenge and reward...
The reality is that now we need to deal with the present situation while we work to build 
something new, a new environment that works for us in a dynamic enterprise system  of 
potential. Part of this all starts with our buy, build, save and invest campaign! This is not 
conforming with the status quo and doing all those things mainstream society does, like 
massive import-retail and little manufacturing enterprise, with no thought or idea concerning 
the true reality of the consequences of those decisions.

This is not about endless trinkets of stuff, but more like something that we can relate to, 
identify with and have an incredible sense of satisfaction, confidence and trust that things are 
working out. This is essential, as we often look for evidence, results and validation that we 
made the right, best or good decision. This is possible even if we don’t have all the answers, 
we go forward bravely. Oh yes, people are getting it, jobs made in Canada eh! It doesn’t 
happen from exporting all kinds of hard earned money on junk that doesn’t last or doesn’t 
create family or even single rated jobs. 

Greater quality, lasts longer, costs less in the long run. Why not adjust the levers of power 
and get something custom? In your life, how much have you experienced being able to do a 
whole lot more and be a part of the bigger picture? Look around with all the amazing options 
available here, redeem yourself and your future!

A change of pace...
A self financing industrial and economic strategy to regenerate a much greater level of 
productivity and success, illuminate our hope, optimism and future, with a tangible quality of 
life is something we can focus on. Money we can spend that creates and maintains jobs and 
exciting, challenging and rewarding careers. We can invest in assets, work creation, 
resources, technology, markets, product design and development, inventions and 
innovations, secure supply lines for our future, and still have money left over for adventure, 
sports and free time. The difference is in closing the gap between what we know and what we 
do. We present an unprecedented opportunity to choose and alternate future with an 
incredible range of options that exist without parallel.  We offer more than innovative business 
and capital solutions as we redefine challenging and rewarding opportunities! Together, we 
will do more than redevelop and rebuild the national dream, we will achieve goals and 
succeed at our mission.

What the next exit means...
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Are you aware that we can super-charge the economy with high quality products and home 
town service and create a lot of jobs in the process? We can co-operate and work together 
and we can compete, we can also refuse to do those things which are not in our interest. We 
can look at things with a whole new revitalized eye opening, mind expanding, heart pounding 
perspective. Yes, we do have national security and national economic security to look after. 
You probably won’t find out about it in the mainstream news. We can imagine and see our 
environment as an incredible land of opportunity, we can experience that as a reality more 
and more everyday with focus, effort and determination!

This is the land of plenty, and we have plenty of options, ideas, solutions and potential to 
explore. Wait no more, your time has arrived and all kinds of great surprises with state of the 
art and science endeavours have been prepared in advance for you!  Explore to your heart’s 
content and imagine the lifestyle and believe that it can be possible!

Just so you know...
We can all start with solid confident steps, going in a direction that we each choose, being 
pro-active, getting things done, making progress, positive change and rewarding experience 
that goes with it is a very powerful energetic state.  This can be an every day alternate reality. 
We hope that this offers plenty of potential relevant and practical options to consider and you 
can feel free to choose something with enough escape velocity to make a dynamic difference 
today and a quality of life that most people only dream about!

You can choose to sign up today, move in the right direction, have an influence on the 
timeline, make a difference, after all, it’s your destiny, just so you know...you can make all the 
difference.

F: (Territoire)
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